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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR:
Dear Readers,
Thank you for picking up the newest edition of Opus. You hold l.n your hands a compilation of poetry, prose, and various artwork by SUNY Geneseo's finest. Now in its ninth year
of publication, Opus continues to mature as a showcase for imaginative ventures and innovative literary exploits. After four years of working toward the development of each annual
issue, I am confident to leave its destiny in the hands of continuing generations of creative
thinkers. Opus is and forever shall be a haven for those who cannot refuse the mesmerizing
pull of the pen, and those eager to fall under the spell of the written word.
Best Wishes,
Kelly Torbitt
Editor-in-Chief

THANK YOU ...
Dr. Tom Greenfield, for his spirited support and countless signatures.
Michele Feeley, for her patience, constant assistance, and the key to the Harding Lounge.
The English Department, for its perpetual encouragement.
SA and AAC, for providing the funding needed to publish Opus and maintain our club.
Arnold, for his professional collaboration.
All contributors, for enriching our magazine with their artistic endeavors.
Our members, for everything!
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OHNO
Colleen Wilson

I didn't dare disturb the universe,
But it happened anyhow.
I was rushing somewhereGod knows where, I've forgotten nowWhen my hip clipped Saturn's ring,
Knocking the whole thing off-kilter.
And as I tried to put it right,
Didn't I somehow send it rolling
Into Uranus, which swiftly
Poofed into an azure explosion?
Next thing I know,
Neptune's cucumber green and glowing,
Mars has gone missing,
Venus grew hair,
Jupiter looks like a dead amoeba,
Pluto is orbiting MercuryYou can imagine the comeuppance
That'll arise from thatAnd the Milky Way's arm,
Is harpooned through the next galaxy,
Causing all sorts of quantum trouble
And pulsing at the edges besides.
I've disturbed the universe alright.
Now what do I do?
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CONSCIOUS
.B.L.O.

I stared at Kate.
Kate stared right back.
Her honey blonde hair lay wispy across her face; her turquoise blue eyes -like glass -watched me. Angry, accusing.
I couldn't quite figure out why they appeared to be so ... couldn't really remember much. I wanted to
look away, but somehow wasn't able to. It was as if my neck didn't wish to cooperate with the whims of my
mind.
For some reason I felt as though I should apologize. How did the words sound again? My tongue was a
useless dead thing in my mouth, unable to twist into coherency. I struggled for a time, Kate's eyes never leaving
mine. Finally, I was able to spit out a whispered ''I'm sorry:'
There was a metallic taste to the words, foreign and thick and coppery. I licked my dry lips, surprised to
find the same taste and texture coating them.
Something was wrong. Something was very wrong. I tried hard to remember, tried hard to ...
My face was cold. It was the first time I had noticed. With great difficulty, I lifted my gaze upward, pained
to find how bright upwards was. I closed my eyelids . . . such heavy eyelids ...
One.
Two.
Open.
Dark to light, light illuminating soft whiteness falling from the sky. Words ... Language ... Noun: Snow. It
was snowing, and snow is cold. And wet, I realized as an afterthought. And slippery.
My head hurt, a rhythmic throbbing not unlike the bass blaring obnoxiously in the cars of teenagers who
play their hip-hop far too loud. Turn down the volume, just ... turn it down.
There's too much screaming in that song. Too much fear. Glass shattering, metal crunching. Up, down,
up, over and over and stop.
My head hurt, and those sirens in the background weren't making it feel any better.
I stared at Kate, and Kate stared right back. Her eyes, beautiful turquoise marbles, were so sad. I don't
know why, but looking at her made me want to cry.
The light above brought my focus to her entire face, my gaze fixating on the cut on her forehead. Blood
trickled down her cheek, strands of hair sticking to it.
Closer noWj and louder, the sound of sirens penetrated the air, ruining blissful silence.
"Oh Kate," I sighed, "you're going to need a really big band-aid."
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CAPILLARIES
Kelly Hendricken
My veins are pumping at the sight
of you, mini capillary explosions
ofblood and light.
I will admit,
I am gray swirlsdrying paint. All the color
has drained out of me in an attempt
to be the chameleon.
I am the hint of smoke
around the corner of the building.
Come find me, I'm your curiosity.
Curious, curious-I am buzzing.
Maybe this excitement is nothing.
After all
paint cracks with age,
the blood drains and
lights go out eventuallysapped of energy, black spots
in a glass egg where the world inside
blew apart.
But the smell of smoke lingers
in the carpets and ori my fingertips,
like tiny flashes of memories
trapped in the grooves of my genetic coding.

Nancy Brito

Emily Withers

The man between raindrops
is stagnant in the midst of a hurrying crowd.
He wanders, looking at his watch,
his ruby heart uncertainly pounding.
He is the only one who notices
the purpling of the douds
or the ominousity of what might be coming.
It rains.
He is absorbing the puddles of the s~
steadfast and cold in lieu of a soldier.
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MIRROR IMAGINATION: YES. YO U
Joe Flynn
"Follow your bliss and the universe will open doors where there were only walls."
-Joseph Campbell (1904-1987)
Hark! Have you noticed that there are only two kinds of people who read fantasy? It's a social mandate.
No matter what you do, you'll be ungraciously smushed into one mold or the other and, like it or not, you'll
come out the other end, stuck in the prescribed shape.
The first of these literary cookie cutters takes the form of the "chill'~ cultured guy who reads the occasional sword-and-sorcery saga in spite of the fact that it's a community no-no. His friends admire his grace as he
lowers himself to their level while enjoying The Lord of the Rings - or maybe something else.
The other is a rock-bottom nerd with a neck-beard to rival that of Thoreau and whose facebook "friends"
barely exceed his roommate, his dad, his roommate's dad, and his youth minister's dog. Neither ofhis actual
friends (nor, in most cases, his imaginary dragon) has a facebook account.
Of course none of this is true. Written history has beaten people over the head with evidence that distinguishes individuals from the mass of faces who believe they're not unique. But it's so easy to lump people
together, even if it's only to obtain a larger perspective. It's what allows great thoughts to come through now and
then. Philosophy, religion, psychology, sociology, politics and statistics would be marooned in the ether without
this practice, and each of these has provided definite benefits to humankind. So what's a little stereotype among
geeks, then?
We all have a little something in common, at least in the form oflanguage, culture and species genetics. If
we didn't, you might find this little harangue indistinguishable from the nutrition facts on your can of club soda.
However, there's no solid way to extend that to say what kind of person can or cannot appreciate fantasy literature.
Take a look at all the pronouns in use so far. Women, this example shouldn't surprise you. All right, men:
try to picture a woman who's enthusiastic about LeGuin, Pullman, or Lewis (or almost any fantasy author you
know, but try not to use J.K. Rowling for this one). Got the image? Now visualize her wearing a sweater instead
of that bikini or breastplate you just imagined. I hope it's not too difficult. Instead of at a sci-fi convention or in a
picture on the Internet, she's at a coffee shop or beside her living room fireplace as she reads, her bookmark long
forgotten. She's just decided the bard is the most relatable character so far, but she thinks he's up to something.
After all, people like that exist in reality.
. No, it's not only the white male who reads this stuff. Nor is it just the scrawny middle-schooler whose
only social scene is the Scrabble club. In fact, with the right variety of culture that went into the books you
choose, this genre is perfect for opening the mind and learning to relate to nearly anyone you meet. Fantasy was
originally derived from mythology, and this doesn't mean just Greek. Work your way up in a culture by enthralling yourself with its Buddha or its Osiris and see what came next and who reads it today. Simply point to any
comer of the globe and you can dig up some speculative fiction that takes its roots from there. I promise it exists.
At its heart, fantasy is about escaping reality for a little bit, but it doesn't require real life to be all that bad.
Anybody can appreciate it, given the right author. It's a way to find a fresh change of sce11;ery, to explore makebelieve and real-world cultures, zany or terrifying characters, and hypothetical laws of physics that are downright incorrect and just as downright fun to imagine. After all, without an imagination, how can you decide what
kind of person to be?
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Human's Division, Alex Spinello
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MONSTER
Amanda Himmelmann
"Don't look at me like that, Doc;' he says, trembling. His eyes are red and his lips are dry.
The doctor stares back from his easy chair.
"I didn't mean to do it:' Trey sits down again and leans back against the sofa to stare at the ceiling that
he's stared at so many times before. So many sessions of staring at the ceiling, all for nothing. "You know I didn't
mean to, right Doc?"
The pad is resting on the doctor's knee but he is no.longer writing on it. Trey is glad. He hates when the
doctor just sits and writes, scribbling judgments and check marks on his pad of yellow paper that Trey never gets
to see. He likes it be.t ter when the doctor really listens.
"The pills weren't working, I told you that. I'm still getting mad, having those moments when I just want
to hurt something and I ... I can't hold myself back. It was like I couldn't help it, Doc. I had no control:' Trey
clenches his jaw and adjusts himself on the couch. The clock on the wall is ticking the seconds he has left away,
the seconds until he gets to leave. Sometimes he's thought about storming out early, on the days he gets angry,
and he contemplates it once more. But he shouldn't. The full hour is paid for.
Trey sighs. "I know, this is where I need to stop. I'm making excuses for my actions. I am always in control, aren't I? And now I should sit and think hard on the moment, try to focus on the cause of my anger. Where
it really came from:'
The doctor always gives Trey five minutes to think after an excuse comes out. Trey closes his eyes and
tries to remember what caused the anger in the first place. But he couldn't remember. He never could. ''Ah, Doc,
I can't remember," he says.
Trey looks over at the doctor. His eyes are a little surprised.
"Well, I mean, isn't that the problem? The reason I'm here? Because I get angry for no reason? I'm a fucking psycho:' He thinks of Kelly then, her silky blonde hair rippling on the air the night she walked out. There had
been no reason for the anger then, either. They were eating pasta and talking about the future. Maybe it was the
way she'd said something, the way the sauce tasted, the way the overhead light shone down with a harsh brightness. He couldn't say. Whatever the illogical reason, he'd punched a hole in the cabinet above the fruit bowl and
left bruises in the shape ofhis fingers on Kelly's arm. She was crying and that made him angrier. His fist was
clenched before he'd told it to and suddenly Kelly's nose was bleeding. "Fucking psycho" was the last phrase he
heard her speak, the words shrill and harsh, followed by the rippling hair and the slamming door.
''I'm sorry, Doc," Trey mutters. ''I'm so sorry. I've let you down:' He is trembling again and he brings his
hands to his face. "I really am a fucking psycho, aren't I? A killer:'
The doctor's hands are gripping the armrests of the easy chair.
"''m a lost cause;' he whispers. ''I'm a monster. You can't fix me. No one can fix me:'
The doctor's digital wristwatch-beeps. Time is up. Trey rubs his eyes of tears and sits up. "Thanks anyway,
Doc," he says, giving the doctor a weak smile. "But I guess you can't change who you are:'
The doctor's eyes are still surprised, his mouth open, as Trey stands up.
"Goodbye, Doc," he says through trembling lips. His eyes blurry, he grabs his coat from the coat rack and
hurries out of the office.
The secretary looks perplexed as Trey dashes to the stairs and takes them two at a time. She gently lifts
the post-it note of missed calls from her desk and walks into the office to the continuous beeping of the doctor's
watch.
Her scream echoes through the building as she stares with horrified eyes at doctor, sitting upright in his
easy chair, a bit of surpri~e still lingering on his face, and his pen pushed clicker deep into his temple.
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FORESTS
Walter E. Murphy
Our world of magnets and miracles,
reckless at heart;
repels even its longest held truths.
Lets them fall like a limp-handed phone
in a shrinking booth.
Far thunder
up a few stories of clouds,
like ancient furniture pushed around upstairs.
The sound fragments through us
on its way down
past initials in the cement,
handprints I never met
stamped someday
when this soup of cities was still wet.

My only wish · to worship forestswho heave language,
whisper through behind slow in going echoes.
And yet between those branches stirs a silence
that is immune to the unseen venom of the speaking virus.
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TIME
Lizzy Johnson
I returned to the place I'd left
in late fall in suburbia
during half-time.
I found my old social studies teacher
packing up his things
and he greeted me
with a pat on the back and a wide grin.
And I half-leaned1 half-sat on a desk.
I smelled that classroom again,
thought of faces and voices
that once echoed from its walls.
I saw the seat that I filled
each school day for a year,
and thought of my old seat mate,
his bucked teeth1 spiked hair1
how he'd chewed his red pen
till it exploded.
I remembered my teacher at his finest,
short, round, bald, mustached,
striding around the room
shouting questions in his booming voice1
exchanging raffie tickets
for correct answers.
And I remembered the skinny boy across the aisle
with defiant overgrown hair.
He always got his history facts right
even when our teacher got his last name wrong.
On a good day, a mountain of tickets.
Something echoed in me then1
shivers both warm and cold.
And my heart twisted in minor panic,
feeling the weight of time.

These days were over.
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I would never again
sit in this seat1
be a student in this class.
Never again
quick, shoot my hand up for a ticket,
or watch my teacher
command the room.
And all I could do was cry.
It was like the old vacuum-feeling
of remembering I was going to die.
And I was queasy almost,
scared by the permanence of things.
I blinked.
My teacher's gentle voice1
his chuckle, what's the matter?
A reassuring hand on my shoulder,
and I laughed through my tears1 embarrassed.
I smiled1 and even when I caught my breath,
I couldn't explain.
Couldn't explain how I'd been suspended
for a moment,
felt the passage of time.
I heard the whistle blown and cheers
ofhalf-time ending, the game starting,
and I said goodbye to my teacher.
I walked away from my old school,
looked up at the blue dome of sky,
and felt my heart slowly inflate once more.
It grew spacious enough to walk forward,
to walk on through the fall afternoon,
crunching orange leaves
like lost tickets at my feet.

EPILOGUE TO A FIRST KISS
Anonymous

I don't remember much
But I remember
Walking away three feet off the ground
Attempting casual nonchalance
And tugging my fellow high-heeled musketeers out of the garage
Down the gravel driveway
They feigned protest, but were too ecstatic
Under swirling yellow streetlights-Van Gogh's stars
To really resist my ribbons of pride
I don't remember much
But I remember
Staring at each sidewalk square
So I didn't skip back into the churning mesh ofbodies and sound and beer
Strutting my catwalk
A zig-zagging line
On mud and grass and street and steps
And not feeling any of it
I don't remember much
But I remember the next morning
When my head reeled
And my feet ached
And my heart cringed
When my lucky wing-women drank coffee
And didn't have to remember
And I wished I could forget
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WILLOW TREE
Kristen Balschunat
Willow Tree
Kristen Balschunat
Fuzzy line between the sky
And the fluttering leaves.
Glistening brilliantly in the dawn
Shimmering
like
a thousand tiny
Bells. Ring
ing
ringing, falling.
The canopy
is
silver and
Then
green
depending on
Which
way
the wind blows
Like
ocean
waves.
Crash
ing,
Crash
ing
Crash
ing
To
The
Pale
Shore

-A DISTANT TRUTH
Kristen Balschunat
Bring me to the place where the
cypress
And chicory leaves glisten,
In the flickering sunshine.
Where turquoise puddles pool
around,
Perfect pebbles.
Where the dawn lingers a few moments more than usual.
Let me wander through this field,
Watching lightning-bugs mimic dazzling stars,
And,
Perhaps,
When the day is done,
I will return with gossamer thread
of truth.

a
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TASTY FRUJT RIPENS
B.L.O.

If the world is full
Of apples, then I am the
Last orange. Eat me.
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ONE MINUTE FAERIE TALE
Adele Costa

The girl ran. The soles ofher feet burned through the ice and the snow. The pain shot up her legs, her
arms, all the way to the roots of her white-gold hair. It made her a blur. She ran in a winding dervish dance
that only memory could choreograph, towards the woods, towards the thickets of crystal javelins.
She reached them. She reached out to touch one, to feel the fire from another source. It consumed her
birch branch finger, and the tear she birthed froze. She smiled. She threw her head back and twirled, twirled,
twirled, allowing the air to feel her everywhere.
The Prince oflce looked on with tundra's eyes. He was in love with the girl who made love to the whiteness with her kindled flesh. He watched her flicker, flare, flicker, flare, and felt poetry. He parted the javelins
with steps made of hail, and met her gaze unflinchingly, fortified in the privileged might of nature. Her eyes
met his and dared him. So he did.
The flicker turned to a glow.
He kissed away the tear with wilted rose lips, and she sighed against his hard, unyielding slate stone
chest, pressing her softness against it so that it bit, and she bled like a blocked stream, longing to flow once
more.
Her kin found her like that, one with the ice and the snow, quenched of fire and limp. Her body was a
whisp of ash; light to carry, nearly part of the wind. They mourned her, and asked the same questions in ten
different tongues; "Why did she go out? Why did she run? Where was she trying to get? "
They did not see her smile, still frozen in a secret kiss. They did not see her husband howling in the trees
above them.
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TO, SINCERELY
Hannah Schmidt
I am writing my own poem for me because well, there's no else and although I would love for someone to
spew sonnets and verbalize verses on my behalf
... it's not happening.
I want someone to talk about how he saw embers in my eyes and Eden in my lips and my nose was the
Everest tip he always wanted to
touch.
And I want a poem where I'm either Helen or Venus but preferably Gaia because I want his image of me to
be
down to earth.
I want him to understand that while I
eat granola use fluorescent lightbulbs wear sweaters reduce reuse recycle hug trees
I also
take longish showers shampoo don't buy organic milk prefer incandescent and Captain Crunch.
And I want him to think that that is all perfectly lovely and maybe beautiful and even the teensiest bit
heart-breaking
because he will never know all of my dimensions.
So I'm writing my own poem because well, there's no one else.
I want a poem where sometimes it's September and sometimes it's fall and sometimes there's a difference
because in his head the world cannot stop
spinning.
And if there's snow in August or blooms in January, he'll just think that the world has flipped hemispheres
and maybe he's standing
upside down.
But I don't want a poem that just praises and proses with no rhythm underscoring his heartbeat and no
rhymes to emphasize
how everything fits together.
I want a poem where I am mysel£
So I'm writing my own poem because well, there's no one else.
I have no Prufrock to stand on.
Maybe someday I'll slip on shoeshine glass slippers or a banner of justice and slide into a poem as a neverknown protagonist.
But I want a verse or a line where my very core bursts through the words and into flame like a sunstorm or
thunder
and it's his perfect kind of weather.
An eight-ball of a poem that shoots into a pocket of my heart
right on cue.
So I'm writing my own poem because well, there's no one else
who has traveled my inner geography like I have.
I want someone to go exploring and discover the me that I know and I haven't met yet and map it out in a
poem that assures me that however far off the mainland I may be,
I'm worth sailing for.
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HAVANA. 1986
Emily Withers
You lay there1 soaked in your Confucian ways1
hoping for the drops of Scotsdale to be flung from your memory,
those nights in the green Focus all that's left of who I was.
My old life with you is past;
I came out of the Nile a new woman1
strong1 and contrary to what you believed.
I can now sow seeds of nightlife into my skin
and dive out of this country; travelling bareback to Berlin1
the way you never let me.
I hope you're happy with your whiskey tea leaves1 your remnants.
I hope you're broken1 like I was young and na1ve1
and I hope·you never drown in
the love you never gave.

Alexis Hannah
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DECEMBER, 2010
Stephanie Kaylor
This is the month you would have
turned two if what the doctor
said had been true

if I hadn't thought my freedom
meant a world alone, without you
but I went to the clinic that
sticky summer day, its windows
covered with grey cloth, blocking
the sun from further ripening
the pungent blossoms who walk in.
No daughter of mine left my
gaping body, but my childhood,
all the frivolities and daydreams
in the itinerary of your absence
leaving my womb one clot at a time.
The roses bloomed all around me
as I waited for his call to pull over
and carry me home in languid silence,
the smoke ofhis cigarette
dancing to our thoughts
too raw for any tongue
telling, as he left me one last
time at the family doorstep,
that you and I alone would have
provided each other all the love
needed in this world I spit you
out of. But Isabel; you triumph above,
for you only lost but once, while my
body remains pieced by the metal blade.
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A RELATIONSHIP OF PAPER
Megan Nolan

I let the words pour out from my fingers, reveling in the sound of the soft clack of the keys. The X
and Z are a little sticky from the time I spilled Cherry Coke on them, trying to beat the sunrise as I finished a
twelve page report. But right now I'm not racing, just filling time. David breathes deeply behind me, sprawled
over my bed, fully dressed of course, I am a good girl. But then again it is four in the morning and my parents
don't know he's here. It's not lying, but it's also not telling the truth. Is there a difference? I'm not really sure
anymore.
David is moving to Los Angeles. I live in Maine. That's three time zones away. He told me yesterda)lj
the day after our graduation from high school. We're breaking up. It hasn't been said yet, but that makes it
all the more real, and you know what? I'm not even sad. I'm not really anything. Some people might call it
shock, but even shock carries some emotion.
I finish what I am typing, a poem of sorts, and I play with the fonts and spacing until it looks just
right. An hourglass shape, words· spilling like sand as the precious moments left slip away. I can't help but
think that this is what we should be like right now. He leaves tomorrow and he's sleeping through our last
moments together.
I swivel in my chair, it groans softl}'j and I look at David, short blond curls tight to his head and a baby
face set on broad football playing shoulders. He's going to play football in college for some big school out
west. I'm not leaving Maine. I may never see him again after tonight. He starts under my vigilant watch, a
sharp intake ofbreath, and then opens his blue eyes.
"Hey bab)lj" he breathes, his voice soft but clear in the quiet room. He smiles and his eyes take on an
iridescent, wolf-like quality in the computer screen's LED backlight. It's the only light in the room right now.
I smile, but only with my lips, and say "My parents will be awake soon:' No good morning for him,
there's too much emotion in a 'good morning' and I wasn't in the mood for emotion. He crawls out of my
twin sized bed and stands behind me, a hand on my shoulder. It's warm but not comforting. I can't remember
the last time his touch felt nice, or felt anything at all. I remember the first time he held my hand, then pulled
me close and kissed me. It was before a big game, in front of the stands, the crowd awed loudl}'j then cheered.
David didn't look at me afterward; he waved to the crowd before running out on the field. And then I stood
there alone, even though I was surrounded by people, but people who didn't really care. The cheerleaders
glared and the crowd buzzed and I slipped away as my name rippled through the masses like a stone dropped
in a still pond.
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I do remember gushing to my friends later that night, but I think I was only gushing because they
were. Everyone wanted to know what it was like to kiss David, no one cared what it was like to kiss me.
Not that it really mattered because now I was somebody and that's all any high schooler could ask to be,
right?
I know David is reading what I had just written. He likes to go on about how I'll be a famous
writer someday, but not now. He prefers to compliment looks over intelligence, but I can't really blame
him, it's all he knows. I twist in my chair to look up at him, and he looks down at me. It's always this way.
I'm not athletic. I'm thin and mildly pretty, a natural brunette with hazel eyes. I'm a safe girlfriend. I heard
him tell one of his friends one time not to date someone hotter than you because they might leave you.
He knows I heard this, but we don't mention it. What's the point of putting weights on a relationship that
you know is paper thin? Neither of us wants to be the one to tear it, even though we both so easily could.
All it would take is a magnifying glass and some light to burn a whole in our thin fa~ade.
"We're leaving today:' David is always the one to break the silence.
"I know:' What else can I say? I could fake emotion I do not feel, but what would really be the
point? David says nothing, but cups my face in his hands and kisses me softly on the lips. I feel a little like
a ragdoll, neither rejecting nor accepting. His lips brush my forehead and then they are gone. David says
nothing more and neither do I.
He turns and walks towards the window, throwing it wide, then in one practiced moved, swings
his legs out onto the porch below. And then he is gone.
I print the poem I had been writing and tack it onto my wall, along with every other poem I had
written while with David. Each one inspired by him. Each one read by him. Each one cast off by him. I
think I did love him once, or so the poems would tell. But a relationship constructed with paper can't last
if it is only a single sheet thick. Or even many single sheets. Anything made of paper is bound to rip eventually.
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TAKE
Mike Ed Fowler

bookies under saint mothers and
red stained glass
holding hands with the gravemen
that fold their papers and
roll their shirt sleeves and
pick up flashlights and
step into night
yellow always tipping
on sidewalk junkheads that
lick knee caps and beg for drugs
on brownstone art collectors
with 19 50s ham radios and
minimal clocks read
I I I sideways
on crates of red orange veggies
on clerks in aprons
with brown paper and
a reason to go to church
where
the virgin mary explains herself to
a closed circuit tv as numbers flash
like soggy cigarettes
where
the world shakes its fist and
blinks dust out its eye
where
the future licks an envelope
full of nerve endings
where
god is a nightlight and
the seven to one
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INVASION AT AN OCCASION
Anonymous

You have ruined my meal
Invaded it
The bright cleanliness of my plate is dimmed
Where food used to be
is a black hole
Sucking zest to bone
Appetite to ash
Smell to space
You
were supposed to belong to someone
Someone who walks and talks and thinks and
breathes
Stand atop someone's head
A follicle of someone's being
A strand of black in a forest
Not
On
My
Plate
Were you snagged by a hand, unaware?
Or did you think it amusing
to float through air's vibrations
onto my plate?
I hope you belonged to someone
with alopecia
Bastard.
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Up or Down?,Jennifer Tayne
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EXCERPT FROM "SON OF MAN"
Joel Inbody
He did not have enough food or water for a journey through the hinterlands ofJudea.
By the end of the first day Yeshua had sweated through his shirt and abandoned his heavier cloak
like a moth's cocoon along the wayside beneath a scrub tree. It was the only distinguishing sign ofhuman
encroachment for the untold roman miles he had tramped. Eventually it too passed out of his gaze to be
replaced by the same dusty terrain, the same wilting grass. The sun was shining above him fervently as if
it meant to blast the Earth and everything on it and by the looks of his surroundings it already had. Such
intensity, such heat. He withered beneath it.
At the occasional brook he passed he sat down to rest and replenish his stores. Barely a trickle of
water to find. He would turn and measure his progress from some mound or thorny bush to try and get
some vague idea of the ground he'd covered. He wasn't exactly sure where he was going but he was sure
that he wasn't going back home.
There were carrion birds that he would see circling the sky in wide loops above a far off carcass or
rotting corpse. Necks the color ofblood and stringy like the entrails of the fallen. Their feathers dark and
tipped and you could see the shadow first along the bleak trail before they descended from the sky on silent wings like death from above. He sat staring at them and they at he. Trying to determine whether the
other was a threat. When Yeshua did not move they went to work tearing and plucking at the thigh meat
and the chest and the thing whatever it was was torn apart and lay in multiple gory segments 'round its
final resting place. Then they left on as quietly as they'd come, a mystery slaying left behind for the next
intrepid explorer.
Atop the wilted trees at times there would be ravens. They sat on their perch watching him with
stoic eyes that seemed to mock his travesty. They bore no food and if they had been sent they had not
been sent from God, no, no, not from Him. The grass under his sandals when there was grass grew in
stunted shades ofbrown and yellow speckled black. Jaundiced like the shade ofhis own flesh after a few
days of this tribulation. From the look of the landscape the sky had had no·resounding echo of the shofar
horn for untold years. In places the ground had cracked from the strain, oh this dry and weary land with
no respite. Over every hill crest it was the same landscape. The same colors.
The heat of the sun was getting to him. It had to be. He would catch the occasional glimpse of a
formless something out of the corner of his eye but whet\ he turned to look it would be gone. Or never
there in the first place. Either one would have made sense to him in this state or the passing to and fro of
states. With reality unsure he half expected to find satyrs and wild beasts just over the next hill dancing
about in the crumbled ruins of some bygone city. Babylon has fallen has fallen in ashes and become the
dwelling place for every foul bird and beast. Prancing about with cloven hoof and horned attire. A flute
raised to the lips. Like the depiction of shaman or witch doctors on certain cave walls in countries far
closer to the gears of the earth, the first expressions of human sentience that came with the knowledge
of good and evil. It had started with simple things first. Pieces of ochre and bone and then complications
began like the spindles of webs coming together to form indestructible and inaccessible structures harder
than brass or iron. With childhood passed and Eden lost and gone the simplicity and the faculty for
thoughtless action evaporating and things were never the same again. Never could be. Yeshua longed for
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the simple way ofliving that he had found in Natzeret. The routine oflife with his brother and with his
neighbors. The comfort ofhome.
His thoughts were broken and distorted like a garment sown together from rags. With clarity
he thought that it was the heat and the humidity ebbing at his consciousness still more. The continuing
symptoms of it. At the next hill he could not walk any longer and he laid himself down under a spreading tree and closed his eyes and rested. Hands crossed at the chest, a candidate for embalming. There
was something archetypal about his ordeal and position. Some distant unsaid thing connecting him and
men of the far east and those in the far off islands of the sea on their vision quests. How long had he been
out here? When he closed his eyes he could still see a red glow from the sun through his eyelids and he
turned to his side away from it. The ground beneath him was a poor couch.
With his flight held in check by the burning waste still clogging his muscles he had time to reflect on his
actions over the past days. He remembered his flight from Nazareth. His outburst at the synagogue. He
shook his head, eyes opening to embrace the truth. Looking round at his surroundings as if seeing them
for the first time. By this point he had gone too far to turn back yet he sat watching the horizon where he
had come from as if some sign or signal would come up from that distant community. Why had he gone
in the first place? What was he running from, anyway?
They hailed you as a prophet. You're a great man to them, Yeshua.
I know. But I'm not.
Not a great man or not a prophet?
I'm not sure.
Maybe you should have thought that over before you got angry with them.
They were more interested in me than God. They cared more about some vision I may have, may
have had rather than the light of the word.
And you let it go.
Let what go?
Your opportunity.
My opportunity.
Your chance at greatness, at power, at prestige. You could tell them anything, feed them lies and
they would believe you. Would trust you. You wouldn't need to work anymore. No more long days fishing or sculpting or anything else. You could set your brother up as your mouth piece like an Aharon and
withdraw to do as you please.
That's not right. It isn't right. You can't just live off food, you have to walk with God and follow
his commandments.
Think about it. Just imagine what you could do. What you could be. Your fame would spread to
all ofJudea and Galilee and every synagogue would want you to come and preach within them. Soon
enough you could be leading the Sanhedrin itself. Advising those scholars in mitzvot and pasha and the
wisdom of the Torah. You, a peasant from the country.
It would be based on a lie. A deception at best. My authority and calling would be a scarecrow
and I would be passing judgments on others who should be passing it on me.
You worry too much.
Maybe I just think of what's right more than you do.
Well if none of those things appeal to you you should try something else. Something a bit more
tangible. Convince the people of your divine calling and then create an army of men who will willingly
die in battle to spread your authority to the uttermost parts of the earth. You can start small. Just a few
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towns or provinces here or there. Men never do evil with such relish when they do it in the name of
God. Once you have a group you can amass your power and lead them to victory on foreign fields with
treasures few have ever seen. It could all be yours! You would be a god amongst men and your kingdom
would never end! Egypt, Cush, Persia, Assyria. The lands of Gog and Magog and Tubal andThat's enough.
Yeshua shook his head and shifted his weight against the trunk of the tree. His vision was hazy
and his mind was wandering but he knew that his thoughts were of evil and that they had ~un too far.
With a groan and the support of the stock of the tree he brought himself up to his feet. Wilderness be-hind blue sky above and things proper to their places here on this rugged earth. It was time to move on.
Perhaps he could find someone out here to direct him towards the nearest town.
He stood there swiveling about under the open sky. Observing the landscape for any sign ofhuman habitation or flock. Off in the distance to the east he saw white puffballs floating along as if clouds
in their firmamental journeys. There was a bipedal shape going about amongst them with what looked
to be a shepherd's crook like the ones the pharaoh's used to hold beside their flails and fetish objects.
Yeshua started down the hill towards this odd assembly.
The solitary hominid saw him coming from a: far off and stood watching him warily as he approached his flock. Yeshua understood this. He was an unfamiliar sight in this barren desert and the boy
would be foolhardy to assume the best when he could be djinn or incubus or something worse. Coming
to drain the little quadrupeds of their blood through the arteries in their necks and leave their bloated
carcasses to rot in the sun. When he had almost reached the group Yeshua paused and held up his hands
in a gesture of goodwill or surrender.
Hello. The boy looked at him cautiously but he didn't appear hostile.
Hello. What are you doing out here?
I got lost. I need to know where the nearest town is.
Why were you out in the desert?
I'm not sure.
The shepherd looked at him and shook his head and thought for a moment and then he said that
the nearest hubble of activity was a few minutes further in the direction he had been going. Just go over
that hill and keep walking until you see a river. Follow the bank and it'll take you to a village.
Will there be food and supplies?
If you didn't leave your money out there in the desert.
Thank you. Shalom.
Shalom.
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ADORATION
Alana Sprow
Sweating in the sweltering afternoon,
Your spell-binding essence taunts every fiber of my being.
I am not fooled!
Your milky white flesh is toxic to the female figure.
One taste from your shrine of silky indulgences,
Compels me to confess:
Forgive me Father,
For I have sinned.
Pretty please, with a cherry on top?
Sheathed by a creamy texture as smooth as your moves,
Every glance lures in my vulnerable youth.
Your delectable soul appeals to so many,
I never should have contemplated such a popular flavor.
You badger my craving
With your slow churned chilled presence,
But you have a quick melting soulj
Drip,
drip,
drip,
Into a distant memory under the roaring summer sun.
Your soft smooth shell
Withers into
A shallow puddle
Of sugary anguish.
Suffering in the company of your smug persona,
Witnessing you thrive in the reverence of others,
You're so vain.
Oh how I frown upon your bittersweet existence.
So unforgiving,
How you sweep me off my feet.
Leaving me in deprivation
Of my adoration.
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I LIKE PANCAKES
B.L.O.
I like blueberry pancakes,
chocolate chip pancakes,
And banana nut pancakes.
I desire pancakes covered in copious amounts of
whipped cream,
with a mountain of strawberries on top,
so many that I sometimes can't see over the plate.
I dream of pancakes dripping with syrup maple syrup,
blueberry syrup,
strawberry, raspberry, and boysenberry syrups!
I like pancakes in the morning,
in the afternoon,
and in the evening.
I even enjoy them while in mourning.
Pancakes are fun to eat while wearing pajamas and
slippers,
or while wearing socks.
SadlYi pancakes are not very good to share with a fox.
Pancakes cheer me up when I am blue,
pancakes are a glorious thing to share with you! .
Pancakes make me want to rhyme,
pancakes are great all the time!
Also,
I like French toast.
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EMPTY
Megan Nolan

I can hear the crackle of a fire, see its yellow light seeping through the cracks around the door; it sends
shivers down my spine. Involuntary shakes rack my body with such force that I slide to the ground, taking a
layer of dust off the unused wood as it supports my descent. Back against the sturdy doorframe, I breathe deeply,
like they told me to do, taking in the musty smell of an old house.
Think. That's what they told me to do. Think about who I am, where I am, how I got there. I am alone.
Two birds down with one stone. Why am I alone? The house is empty; the house has been empty for four years.
Empty like my stom<?-ch. The smell of food makes me sick. Empty like the bottle of pills they gave me. I flushed
the new batch down the toilet this morning.
I pull at my hair. The pain clears my head. They told me my hair is black like my mother's, but her hair
wasn't like mine. Brittle dark strands come away in my nail-bitten fingers, lifeless and frail. Well, it might be like
mine now, but it wasn't then.
"Sweetie," says a voice in the darkness, "What are you doing here?" I look up. There is no light in the
hallway but I can see perfectly. Tight mahogany walls, melding into burgundy carpet, lined with frames in rigid
rows, housing smiling faces that are all turned away from me.
She's standing there, at the end of the hall, in a dress of white with crimson blossoms, contrasting sharply
with the disheveled black waves of hair. "Sweetie, what are you doing here?" she repeats.
"I could ask you the same thing," I say. My voice comes out as a croak. I don't remember the last time I
used it.
She says nothing, only stares unblinking, like a picture in a frame.
"I should be at school," I say finally, my voice hiccupping into a spastic laugh, "They told me to stay in
school:' My tuition is paid for. They paid for it, saying school would get my mind off things. That I would the like
the University, like being with people my own age. That was years ago. Four to be exact. I went, sat in lectures
where others kept a three seat radius from me at all times. Those that ventured nearer answered questions I
didn't ask, responded to statements I didn't make. Professors complained that I mumbled during class. I hardly
noticed as I drifted in and out of reality. But they were gone the next time anyway, or I was. It didn't really matter
which.
When I dropped out, they questioned, but didn't stop me. I didn't go home, there was no one there anyway, and an apartment was much more liberating. They didn't follow me there. They told me it was okay as long
as I stayed away from here. From this house that I wouldn't let them sell or even enter. But I couldn't stay away.
She wouldn't let me.
"Sweetie," says the woman again, "What are you doing here?"
"What are you doing here?" I yell back. My voice echoes down the hall. I push myself into a shaky stand,
leaning against the closed door for support. The crackle of the fire buzzes incessantly in my ear. I can smell it too.
It's not a wood fire. It's something more rotten that burns my nose and throat.
I gag. Doubling over, I sputter and cough, lungs on fire. Everything on fire. My vision swims before my
eyes and the hall melts away.
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My eyes remain closed seconds after the impact. The sound of metal crunching against splintered wood rings in
.my ears. I will later find out the car is totaled. I smell burning and my mind flashes sporadically through memories of hot chocolate and blankets shared before our hearth. I feel nothing, though. My body is numb. A groan to
my left alerts me to my mother's presence, and then it is drowned out by sirens.
I wake up to white. That sort of immaculate, pure, hospital white. The word sterile comes to mind, but
all I can smell is the burn of gasoline, dirtying the effect. My ears are ringing with the sounds of crackling fire
and sirens. So loud and consuming that I don't hear the door open when they come for me, dressed in white and
cooing soft reassurances like an army of doves. They lift me out of my bed onto trembling legs. Their voices are
gentle as they half-carry me down a long white hall. I close my eyes against the brightness. We enter a room and
sharp beeping cuts through the ring and the murmurs, standing out in pinpricks of noise, few and far between.
I only open my eyes for one voice. One soft, familiar voice that I have known all my life. I recognize it
even in its whispered and broken form.
"Sweetie, what are you doing here?"
I think I gasp, but I doubt it makes a sound. My mother's eyes are glassy, two light orbs floating in a sea of
charred dark waves. She is wrapped in new white bandages that are bled through already.
And then there is silence. But only for a moment before it comes. The sound that rips my heart to shreds,
more so than the crackling fire that I will forever shy away from, the sirens I block out with trembling hands
clutched to ears, the beeping that makes my blood run cold. The flat-lined chord rings the final note of a dark
symphony in my ears before everything goes black.
I open my eyes as the coughing fit subsides. The hallway is dark and I am alone once again.
"Where are you?" I yell into the darkness. I am met only with silence. The fire and ringing are gone. Everything is gone.
Suddenly frantic, I push open the door behind me and burst into the room. I squint against the sunlight
begging access through the thick curtains. The upholstery's covered in plastic and dust and the smell of moldis
overpowering.
I look to the hearth. It is empty and dark. As is the plush rug I once spent cold winter nights huddled
upon, wrapped in blankets and loving embraces. I can see the stains of spilt coco, dark against dark, like blood
on pavement.
I walk solemnly over to the mantle and kneel like I'm praying in church. But no prayers come to mind.
My head is empty like my heart. Like my eyes that yield no tears.
The all too familiar voice floats through the room. I thought I had closed the door behind me, but I can't
be sure. My mind is like a sieve these days, these years.
"Sweetie, what are you doing here?"
I close my eyes as I return my whispered answer, "I don't know:'
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INSOMNIAC CHAIR
Walter E. Murphy
The one stair in the case
whose corner turns inward;
dulled and cracked all the way across.
The one crimson berry
of so many newfallen from tree to chalk,
not yet stepped on.
'multitudinous seas incarnadine'
The one yellowjacket
whose rage encased him so,
that he refused to fly out the door
and instead stung my wrist to his death.
The one cigarette
I accidently lit backwards in the dark
and was ruined,
still sits by the front step looking betrayed.
The one staggering bulb
flickers, blinks down in the corridor,
but refuses to cut all the way outby morning it has been replaced.
That one key on my keyboard
that sticks
and sometimes pops off
H
The one shadow
not silhouetted,
but collaged into asphalt
a half step behind his swifter twin.
The one chair
left unlifted overnight
in a whole cafeteria of others.
That one insomniac chairthere is probably more.
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SNAKEBITES
Mike Ed Fowler
the snow starts falling as
the grass stops growing and
I danced with a Russian princess in
Bushwick
she had
Apollo 14 eyes
(2 golfballs twirling toward the sun)
hair pulled back tight
truculent smile
sharp face
no ass
blue jeans like a gulag granddaughter with
a pet mouse
but
she sure could dance
like a princess

CAPTIVE
Stephanie Kaylor
I shuffled through the darkness
of vacant morning, void love, to
peel the frigid limbs of a life come
undone from my unclothed body
one-by-one and sigh a prayer to
the deafened skies:
free me from your porcelain heart.
I danced in the gala by the shore
in a feathered mask of a woman
complete, floating through the shameless
glitter with bubbles of champagne upon
a melody plucked from ancient loves,
and sing along:
free me from your porcelain heart.
I donned the black velveteen cloak to
freeze through the tides of youth,
infinitely armed with a blade of each fear
imagined in this pulsating world, decorating
my heated flesh with the war paint, a thick
crimson prize, in the bliss ofbeing
freed from your shattered heart.
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BANK ROBBERY STUNS SESAME STREET
Colleen Wilson

A robbery occurred at the Sesame Street Bank Tuesday afternoon. Bank president Count von Count
says1 "The thief made off with one1 two1 three thousand dollars. Ha ha ha!" According to investigator Sherlock
Hemlock1 the robber slipped through an open window while the bank employees were outside helping a sevenyear-old girl count to five-hundred. The robber then apparently ate his way through several counters1 walls1 and
motion sensors before reaching the safe deposit boxes. It appears the robber also ate the security cameras1 leaving no video footage of the incident.
In a neighborhood rarely affected by crime1 residents have shown mixed reactions. Local resident Cookie Monster expressed sympathy for the culprit. "Me like to think robber was poor monster who only meant to
take couple hundred dollars to support cookie- uh1 me mean donut- habit1 but accidentally ate whole safe."
But longtime resident Susan described a scene of shock and dismay. "Big Bird won't leave his nest because he thinks someone will steal it and he'll have to sleep under a bridge with hobos. Baby Bear now keeps his
college fund under his mattress. Grover has developed a nervous eye-twitch:'
Susan's husband Gordon added1 'Md if things quiet down for one minute1 capital letter R hops by and shouts
"RRRROBBERY!" to get everyone upset again. Wait'll I get my hands on that little creep- he'll look cursive by
the time I'm through with him!"
Police Chief Elmo has asked for anyone with information on the robbery to contact him within the next
ten minutes1 as after that time frame he will have tired of playing "police officer;' opting instead to sing a song
about the beauty ofbroccoli.
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RAG DOLL
Emily Webb
Stumbling over loose threads,
I flounder into your infant palms,
Coated in congealed blotches of
Melted sweets and cracked mud.
Air seethes through my sagging seams
While your grubby fist pinches my wrinkled waist.
I tremble as you fiercely graze my tattered skin,
Flashing a devious sneer
With your sprouting, serrated teeth.
Whenever the clock strikes
Playtime,
My body grows weary
As I anticipate your
Menacing arrival.
Once woven with the most
Radiant, immaculate fabric,
I have now become a
Shabby Rag
Lying helplessly in your grasp.
Clawing, Tearing, Marauding
The stitches that bind my every limb together,
You scratch at patches of rare patterns,
Embroidered with the finest silk,
Like legions oflesions.
Dense torrents of white fluff
Surge through my freshly frayed wounds
And I wince from the sound of
Ripping cloth.
Beneath the groan of its breaking surface,
I sense your bottomless gaze
Searing through my chiffon chest
To smother the life inside.
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The slime that laces your rascal fingertips
Chafes against my calico bruises,
Leaving behind blisters of soiled textile.
Taunted by your fiendish giggles,
My worn eyes droop to discover
Clumps of pure cotton collecting beneath me.
Your cackling subsides
And I know that your fun is over.
As you snap open your suffocating grip,
You scamper off to something
Fresher, Shinier, Untouched.
I am empty.
I plunge toward the hard ground,
Drifting into the deadening chill that
Your reckless abandon left behind.
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A CRACK IN THE SURFACE
Shea Frazier

It was Sunday-not a day, but rather a gap between two other days*- when the soldiers came to build a
fence around the chasm. The original fissure had only been the length of Ms. Clementine's backyard, where it
had opened up many Sundays ago underneath her wicker lawn set, tilting the contorted osier awkwardly above
the four-inch wide abyss. It was strange, but no one besides Ms. Clementine and the Committee for the Preservation of Crescent Heights Aesthetic Qualities really cared much. Undaunted, they financed a dump truck to
pour ten tons of soil into the crack. It didn't make a difference. The slit was not wide, but it was deep, and even
now, no one can say if the soil hit the bottom.
That's how it began and from there the fissure grew and stretched and cut its way through lawns and
streets until one half of the suburb lay on one side and the other half on another. Calls were made, more soil
and rock brought in, but the gap never diminished, and the state was unwilling to part with more money to
assist one little suburb. The gap remained and became one of the town's unwanted, but accepted, absurdities.
Though people occasionally still grumbled about it, it only became a true problem on a Sunday night many
months later.
It happened quietly; the fissure became a chasm and then a gorge, expanding until it ripped through the Earth,
the sky, and the sun, and the other half of the suburb slipped away far beyond reach or sight. Only Niki, the
stray cat who lived in the Schmitt's maple tree, even lifted her head to cry. She saw it, but for everyone else, they
woke and half the world was simply gone. No one could contact that lost side; no one could even fly to it. It and
its inhabitants disappeared into the fog that always lingers in the distance, and that was it.
The soldiers first began construction in the Hollis's backyard, the rough talons of their cleat-soles ripping
apart the crabgrass and the day lilies that managed to grow outside the garden. Lia heard about it all the next
day straight from Little Alice, the Hollis's adopted daughter who looked like she was five but was probably much
older than anyone knew or gave her credit for. She told Lia that the soldiers looked like muddy ants, and she
had spent that first afternoon imagining she was squishing their tiny figures between her fingers.
That day, all the adults who were left in town stood in clusters on porches and sidewalks. Some, the ones
wild with fear and anger, complained loudly about all that had happened and all that would be, but most just
watched it all unfold, hands clasped rigidly around lemonade glasses and the ropes of porch swings.
But the children all stood beyond the soldiers' work zone, at the edge of the suburb and at the edge of
the world, looking into that chasm where they thought they could see straight through the Earth's solid core into
space and time and the frayed edges of the universe.
"Think I could jump it?" asked Micah, kicking a pebble into the gorge.
She took their silence as a yes.

*Taken from Alas) Babylon
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LASPALABRASDELATffiRRA
Kristen Balschunat
Silent earth,
Why do you bubble and boil inside?
What grievance do you hold within?
Hissing,
And fuming,
To remind us of your sorrow.
You whisper like a mosquito in our ears,
But we do not understand you.
What language do you speak?
Do you speak the tense language
Of untold secrets,
Or the etemallanguage
Of questions?
Do you speak the language
Oflost dreams,
Orofhope
Rekindled?
Your lava leaves deposits
Like foreign
Braille, ·
Which we cannot translate.
Have we forgotten your tongue,
The tongue of the world?
Or do you hide the Rosetta Stone
Deep within our souls?
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RACHEL SHEMESH, MASHfiAD 1939
YaelMassen
Almond eyes glow with a roasting fire
before eighty-three years of anguish
rained down from them.
Her face is unfamiliar, soft
· like the sweeping swaths of saffron crocuses.
Too gentle for the weathered hands
passing me these images,
looming together a lost homeland
of elaborate Persian rugs.
A round face hovers in time with the sun,
the brilliant orb ofher namesake.
As I move forward,
we are kept distant by our limits
of young and old.
How many years did you have?
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I will imagine
for us:
Orchards flank the child
a queen of cherries and pears
rendered rubies and emeralds by frost.
Coatless in the mountains,
apples hang as peasant offerings
to her black and white kingdom.
She is Esther
butna'ive
too filled with her golden reign,
the doting of family,
to feel a distant snowfall's warning.
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THE LETTERS
MariRogers

It had been about a year since Esk has started sending anonymous letters. They varied in size, shape, color,
content; language, method, and drop off location. But they were always anonymous. Esk liked this; it was like
he was himself, but through the eyes of someone else, he could be anyone.
He fingered the newest creation in his pocket as the bus rolled over a bump, savoring the feel of the crisp,
dry corners. This one had been handwritten on lined paper and sealed in a cream colored envelope; he had been
feeling a little forlorn so it was a love letter.
"I wanted to tell you for once how I felt. I really like you and I wish I could say this in person, but I can't; I'm
too shy and we're too different and maybe one day I'll be more than just a few words on a page. Your anonymous admirer"
Sometimes he wished he had a more generic name so that he could sign his notes; the receiver would be
overcome by the mystery of, Which Mike? Which Alex? He could pretend to have these names, but he sensed
that lying about his identity would defile the underlying truth he felt was in the nature of the letters. So he
stayed anonymous.
Once he got to school he would deposit it through the slits of the appropriate pale green locker. He had no
idea whose locker it would be, and unless he hung around he wouldn't see them receive the note, but he liked to
imagine. He imagined that sometimes, it sparked that sense of magic one usually only feels from the unreal narratives of movies and books, that feeling ofbeing caught up in something important, vast and shimmering.
His bus pulled up to West High School's front entrance; he rubbed his eyebrow ring. The bus stopped
with a low-pitched whine, and the old woman pulled back the lever to let them off. Esk trudged through salt
slush to the front door, nodding and smiling to people he knew, but not bothering to engage in conversation.
He didn't see Eliza anywhere; she was the only person that knew about the notes.
The letters had started after Esk had spent long summer hours at the outdoor museum his father worked at
as a curator. The Mount Hood Museum tried to replicate life in colonial America; Esk had hand dipped more
"tallow" candles than he could count. M.H. Museum was a pleasant mix of tall grass, "bank house" style quarters
with fake cluttered kitchens, and free range ducks and chickens. Esk had been rather bored until he discovered
a box of old letters pushed to the corner of one of the storerooms. They had been donated and several were out
on display under glass; most, however, languished in the cardboard box. Touching them was a love affair with
the brittle and musty; edges would sometimes disintegrate into dust as he handled them. There was a thrill in
touching the words written in black-blue ink so long ago. Some were boring- full pages about taxes and church
collections. Some were more interesting, like the long, unsigned note concerning a single white chicken. He
knew he was probably messing up historical artifacts, but these little paper slips were unlikely to ever mean anything to someone other than himself. And if the letter writer and receiver were dead, how could the letters really
belong to one person or museum more than anyone else?
He had been less fascinated with the actual content than with the letters themselves. They were more than just
pieces of paper; with words on them they became things, they became priceless, they became a solid sheet of
historical monologue. And the more he had thought about it the more he liked the idea of anonymous letters;
they could become anything. In a hundred years someone could come across them in a box and take possession of them; touch them.
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He got to the front entrance of the school and walked in, unbuttoning his coat as the old furnaces against
the wall pumped out dry, hot air. His checkered vans squeaked against the tiled floor covered with a sheen of
dirty water. He walked down the first hall to a section oflockersi there was an offbeat thrum of bangs as students opened and closed their metal doors. They streamed around him. Finally he came to a closed locker that
felt just right, like the molecules of the universe had left a space free inside for his envelope. Without looking
around or coming to a complete stop, he pushed the letter up through the slots and heard it fall down and hit
something with a satisfying thump.
The homeroom bell clanged and a patterned shuffling ensued in the hallwaysi sixty seconds until attendance would be taken, flags would be hand-over-hearted, students would be required to slouch over desks.
"Esk," someone said. It was Elizai her dark brown hair was up in a messy bun. She walked beside him.
"How's your morning?"
"I had a letter," he said. She nodded, understood.
"You kno"" one of these days you're going to cross paths with one. Someone will bring it out in class,
ask you to take a look, see if you identify the handwriting:'
It had occurred to him as a possibility before. He shrugged. "It'll happen eventuallY~ sure. In all statistical probability:'
"What will you do then?" She aske.d.
"Just write another note," he said, and entered the classroom after her, two seconds before the bell would ring to
signal another temporal beginning.
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IF I RAN THE WORLD
Colleen Wilson
Gatsbywould swim in a bullet-proofbubble,
Juliet would get a frigging life,
Tea Cake would skip the rabies,
Hamlet would do a Zoloft trial,
Hester would have a son named Dimmesdale Jr.,
And Don Quixote would still be a knight.
Ohyeah,
And no one would be
Hungry, poor, beaten, oppressed, or dead.
But Gatsby would still get that bubble.
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Thagomizer,Joe Flynn
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